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Abstract. Real-time video transmission over wireless networks is now
a part of the daily life of users, since it is the vehicle that delivers a wide
range of information. The challenge of dealing with the fluctuating band-
width, scarce resources and time-varying error levels of these networks,
reveals the need for packet-loss resilient video transport. Given these
conditions, Forward Error Correction (FEC) approaches are desired to
ensure the delivery of video services for wireless users with Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) assurance. This work proposes a Cross-layer Video-Aware
FEC-based mechanism with Unequal Error Protection (UEP) scheme for
packet loss resilient video transmission in wireless networks, which can in-
crease user satisfaction and improve the use of resources. The advantages
and disadvantages of the developed mechanism are highlighted through
simulations and assessed by means of both subjective and objective QoE
metrics.

Keywords: Forward Error Correction (FEC), Video-aware FEC, QoE,
Cross-layer, Unequal Error Protection (UEP).

1 Introduction

At present, it is becoming increasingly common to adopt multi-hop wireless net-
works for different purposes, including a wide range of real-time video services,
including streaming. Video streaming has been used by many companies as a part
of a business drive to increase productivity, improve collaboration, reduce costs,
and streamline and optimize business operations. Following the same trend, non-
professional users are producing, sharing and accessing thousands of videos by
using both wired and wireless systems. As an example, in October 2011 more
than 200 billion videos were viewed online in only one month [1]. This figure
means that, on average, each person on the planet has to watch around one
online video per day.
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However, new mechanisms for increasing the transmission quality are required
to support the growth of video traffic. Additionally, video quality may be affected
by several factors, some of which are owing to the video characteristics, such as
codec type, bitrate, format and the length of the Group of Pictures (GoP) and,
even, the content/genre of the video [2]. A further factor is that the perceptual
quality is not affected by all the packets in the same way, because there is a
link between the packet content and the impact it has on the user’s perception
of video quality. When this is taken into account, the most important informa-
tion should be best protected, and thus encourage the conception and use of
the Unequal Error Protection scheme (UEP). The video content also plays an
important role during the transmission. Videos with a small degree of movement
and few details tend to be more resilient to packet loss. In contrast, videos with
high levels of detail and movement are more susceptible to losses and the flaws
will be more noticeable [3].

Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics are used to assess the level of the video
impairments and can be defined in terms of how users perceive the quality of an
application or service [4]. Provided that most of the video services are real-time
applications, they need a steady and continuous flow of packets, which can be
affected by a number of factors specially in wireless environments. The channel
conditions in these networks can suddenly change over time due to noise, co-
channel interference, multipath fading, and also, the mobile host movement [5].
Despite the problems outlined above, Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) provides a
cost-efficient way of distributing broadband Internet access. Another advantage
is its flexibility and reliability for a large set of applications in a wide coverage
area [6][7]. Nevertheless, one of the major challenges in WMN is how to distribute
the available bandwidth fairly among the requesting nodes to support real-time
video traffic [8]. For this reason, it is important to optimize the resource usage
and thus avoid congestion periods and a high packet loss rate, particularly in
resource-consuming applications, such as video streaming.

The adoption of adjustable data protection approaches is of crucial importance
to enhance video transmission, and provide both good perceived video quality and
low network overhead. Forward Error Correction (FEC) schemes have been used
successfully in real-time systems [9]. FECallows robust video transmission through
redundant data sent along with the original set. As a result, if some information is
lost, the original data canbe reconstructed through the redundant information [10].
However, as mentioned earlier, the resources might be limited and unfairly dis-
tributed as well. An adjustable FEC-based mechanism must use UEP schemes to
reduce the amount of redundant information. In this approach, the amount of re-
dundancy is chosen in accordance with the relevance of the protected data, and
thus give better protection to the most important video details.

This chapter describes a cross-layer and VIdEo-aWare FEC-based mech-
anism (ViewFEC) for packet loss resilient video transmission with UEP. The
objective is to strengthen video transmissions, while increasing user satisfaction
and improving the usage of wireless resources. Owing to these factors, the use of
video-aware FEC-based mechanisms is suitable to transmit videos with better
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quality, although it needs additional bandwidth to send the redundant informa-
tion data. ViewFEC is a novel adaptive mechanism that overcomes this problem
by dynamically configuring itself according to the video characteristics and user
perception of quality. Using this process only the more sensitive data sets will
carry an unequal amount of redundant information, thus maintaining a good
video quality and saving resources. The mechanism described here was assessed
through simulations with real video sequences, using subjective and objective
QoE metrics.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The related work is
shown in Section 2. Section 3 describes ViewFEC and its evaluation is demon-
strated in Section 4. Conclusions and future works are summarized in Section 5.

2 Related Work

A wide range of techniques have been proposed to improve the quality of video
over wireless networks. The Adaptive Cross-Layer FEC (ACFEC) mechanism
uses packet-level error correction at the MAC layer [11]. All the video packets
are monitored and, depending on the extent of the losses, the number of FEC
recovery packets is either increased or decreased. Nevertheless, no assessment of
the network overhead has been conducted, which is very important to assure a
fair usage of resources. This approach also does not take account of the video
content, and it is well-known that this information has a direct influence on the
packet loss resilience of the video [12]. In theory, the ACFEC appears to be a
viable solution when the network is healthy and there is sporadic packet loss.
However, when congestion occurs, this mechanism will lead to an incremental
rise in the number of redundancy packets, which will increase the congestion and
cause an unfair distribution of resources.

Another technique that is employed to strengthen the video transmission qual-
ity is carried out through a FEC- and retransmission-based adaptive source-
channel rate control [13] scheme. The main purpose of this scheme is to ensure
the video has playback continuity under uncertain channel variations, as a means
of avoiding unneeded FEC redundancy. Video characteristics, such as content
and frame type, were not considered in this proposal. In addition, this approach
does not use QoE metrics to assess the video quality, as it relies on packet loss
levels to predict the QoE values, and finally, it does not measure the network
overhead that has been introduced.

A mechanism to improve video transmission over local area wireless networks
which use real-time FEC redundancy adjustment and transmission rate was
proposed in [14]. To perform the FEC adjustment and transmission rate, all
the receivers have to send the network state information to the Access Point
(AP) periodically. This mechanism uses application level FEC and pre-encoded
video sequences, which means that it will need multiple pre-encoded videos with
different bit rates and FEC rate. After this, the system has to switch between
different bit streams in real-time. The need for a larger number of pre-processed
videos reduces the applicability of this solution in real systems. At the same
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time, it also requires a high processing power and storage space, because it
has to encode the same video multiple times using distinct bit rates and FEC
redundancy data.

A proposal to enhance video streaming transmission using concurrent multi-
path and path interleaving was proposed in [15]. This scheme also uses a dynamic
FEC block size which is adapted to the average packet loss rate for each path,
allowing concurrent interleaved data to be sent, with FEC protection, over mul-
tiple paths. This solution only takes into account the network parameters, and
leaves out video characteristics, such as codec and frame type, GoP length, mo-
tion and complexity. Following the same pattern as the studies outlined above,
no attempt is made to measure the network overhead. Due to the factors men-
tioned earlier, the ViewFEC mechanism aims to enhance the video transmission
quality without adding unnecessary network overhead.

3 Video-Aware FEC-Based Mechanism

In the light of the open issues mentioned earlier, this study describes the Video-
aware FEC-based Mechanism (ViewFEC) for resilient packet loss video trans-
mission with UEP to enhance video transmission over wireless networks. In
ViewFEC, decisions are made at the network layer by resorting to two mod-
ules, the Cluster Analysis Knowledge basE (CAKE) and the Cross-LAyer in-
forMation (CLAM). The decision-making process at the network layer provides
better deployment flexibility, and allows the ViewFEC mechanism to be im-
plemented at access points, routers or in the video server. The analysis of the
information obtained from these two modules enables the ViewFEC mechanism
to estimate the optimal redundancy ratio necessary to sustain a good video
quality, without adding unnecessary network overhead.

The ViewFEC mechanism is depicted in Figure 1. There are 3 distinct stages.
In the first stage, through information fetched from CAKE and CLAM, our
mechanism identifies several key video characteristics such as motion and com-
plexity levels, as well as GoP length. In the second stage, further details about
the video sequence are gathered, namely the type and relative position of the
frames within its GoP. The construction of the FEC blocks and the UEP redun-
dancy assignment take place in the third stage. Further details of each module
are described later.

CLAM is one of the main modules of ViewFEC and supports the functions
that will define the required amount of redundancy needed to maintain a good
video quality. These functions are implemented using cross-layer techniques, ac-
cessing information of the application layer, such as the video characteristics,
from the network layer, where the module was deployed. The objective of the
first function is to identify the GoP length. As previously discussed, when the
GoP length is larger, the packet loss has a greater influence on the video im-
pairments. This happens partially because, a new I-Frame that is needed to fix
the error, will take longer to arrive. Another important remark is that video
sequences with high level of spatial complexity tend to have larger I-Frames in
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Fig. 1. ViewFEC stages

relation to P- and B-Frames. On the other hand, videos with higher temporal
activities tend to have larger P- and B-Frames. Larger frames means that more
network packets will be required to carry their data, increasing the chance of
these packets being lost. Thus, these packets need more redundancy. Incidentally,
as the GoP length is increased, the size of both B-, and especially P-Frames, also
increases. In consequence, P-Frames close to the beginning of the GoP take on
greater importance regarding the video quality. The role of the second function
is to identify the frame type. Different frame types need distinct amounts of
redundancy. For example, the loss of an I-Frame will cause more impairments
than the loss of a P-Frame, and hence, the loss of a P-Frame will be worse than
the loss of a B-Frame. The task of the last function is to identify and compute
the relative position of P-Frames inside the GoP. P-Frames that are closer to the
beginning of the GoP have more impact, if lost, than those close to the end, and
as a result, need more redundancy packets. The combined use of these functions
enables ViewFEC to enhance the video quality transmission without adding un-
necessary network overhead, and thus, support a higher number of simultaneous
users sharing the same wireless resource.

The ViewFEC has a flexible structure, which makes it possible to change the
modules to obtain the desired behaviour. When it is not feasible to use a cross-
layer design to obtain application layer information, e.g. in a router device, the
CLAM module can be exchanged for one that uses another technique to obtain
the desired information, for instance, packet and deep packet inspection. By
analyzing the packet header of some of the protocols, such as User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and Transport Stream
(TS), it is possible to discover information about codec type and coding param-
eters, among others. On the other hand, the video content information can only
be accessed through deep packet inspection.
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The CAKE module optimizes the video transmissions (Figure 1 - Stage 1)
through the use of a database with video motion and complexity which is built
off-line (before the video distribution). The classification of the video motion
and complexity levels needed to create the database is achieved by performing
a hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distance. This is a statistical method of
partitioning data into groups that are as homogeneous as possible. The video
sequences are clustered according to the size of the I-, P- and B-Frames, be-
cause they tend to have similar motion activity. This operation only has to be
performed once during the setup phase of the mechanism. Afterwards, when the
mechanism is running, the relationship between the database information and
the videos that are being transmitted in real-time is used to determine a couple
of video characteristics, namely motion activity and complexity levels.

The video sequences of the experiments were chosen in compliance with the
recommendations of the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [16] and Inter-
national Telecommunication Union (ITU) [17]. A total of 20 different videos were
assessed. Ten of them were used to assemble the database and another set of ten
was used to evaluate the ViewFEC mechanism. While remaining in compliance
with the recommendations, the videos cover different distortions and content,
since they are representative of regular viewing material. As well as this, these
sequences contain distinct temporal and spatial details, luminance stress, and
still and cut scenes (see Section 4 for more details about the videos).

Video motion and complexity are commonly classified in three categories,
namely low, medium and high [3][12] (see Figure 2 at linkage distance (ld) 1).
Nevertheless, throughout the experiments, videos with both medium and high
complexities behaved roughly the same. Because of this, the linkage distance of
our cluster analysis algorithm was chosen to only produce the clusters (Figure 2
at ld 2). This mechanism also employs the Ward method which seeks to reduce
the sum of squares between the samples inside the cluster, which better reflects
our findings.

The relationship between motion and complexity levels, and frame size (in
bytes) and frame position, is shown in Figure 3. This diagram depicts two video
sequences - Mobile (A) and Akiyo (B) - each from a different cluster. Only the
first GoP of each video was considered, which made it easier to visualize the
results. The Mobile sequence has uninterrupted scene modification and a wide-
angled camera, and thus, high motion and complexity levels. For this reason,
the video has larger frames and greater differences in size between P- and B-
Frames, as shown by Figure 3-A. In contrast, the Akiyo video only has a small
moving region of interest, just most of the face and shoulders, and also a static
background. As a result, it has low motion and complexity levels leading to a
smaller difference in size between P- and B-Frames, as depicted by Figure 3-B.

Additionally, the same Figure 3 shows an assessment of the Structural Similar-
ity (SSIM) with frames that have been deliberately discarded. The measurement
of this metric is fairly simple, even though it is consistent with the human vi-
sual system, and yields good results [18]. The SSIM results were acquired by
removing the frame which occupied that position, i.e. the first SSIM value was
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calculated without the first frame, and so forth. It is clear on the basis of these
findings that, apart from the fact that in the Mobile video, I- and P- frames
have greater significance, the frames closest to the beginning of the GoP also
have more impact on QoE video quality when discarded. As expected, the Akiyo
sequence behaves differently. It has lower motion and complexity levels being
more resilient to packet loss and achieving higher SSIM values [3].
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The CAKE module is aware of these video characteristics and can determine
the motion activity and complexity levels of each GoP that are being transmit-
ted. The GoP length is another important factor, which was fetched from the
CLAM module. Despite the fact that the GoP length remains the same, all these
parameters are assigned GoP by GoP (Figure 1 - Stage 1). This is done because
it is possible to have different motion and complexity levels inside the same video
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sequence, as expected for Internet videos. The next step (Stage 2) is responsible
for retrieving details of the frame type and relative frame position inside the
GoP (for P-Frames) from the CLAM module. By the aid of these details, our
mechanism will be able to correctly identify the video characteristics needed to
configure the amount of redundancy in the next stage.

In the last step (Stage 3), the amount of redundancy needed is calculated
in accordance with the details obtained from the previous stages. This tailored
amount of redundancy is used to optimally adjust the FEC scheme. In these
experiments, a Reed-Solomon (RS) code was used as an erasure code, because it
offers less complexity, and consequently achieves a better performance for real-
time services [19], but any other alternative scheme could be used. A RS code
consists of n, s, and h elements. The total block size, including the redundancy
data, is represented by n, and s indicates the original data set size, therefore the
parity code is (n, s). Finally, the parameter h defines the amount of redundancy,
which could also be represented as h = n− s. Before the original data set s can
be restored, at least (n − h) packets have to arrive successfully. The recovery
rate can be expressed as h/n or (n− s)/n, which means that the robustness to
losses is given by the size of h.

The ViewFEC settles the parity code in real-time. In other words, both n
and h parameters, are adjusted at Stage 3, based on video characteristics found
at Stages 1 and 2, obtained from the CAKE and CLAM modules, respectively.
The first parameter of the parity code, n, is used to build the Flexible FEC
Block (FFBlock) scheme. This scheme involves dividing the I- and P-Frames
into groups of packets, allowing each group to have an individual redundancy
data size. This individual size is defined by the second parameter, h, and pro-
vides a tailored amount of redundancy for each FFBlock. Hence, rather than
using a single redundancy amount to all the frames and video sequences, the
ViewFEC mechanism uses an adjustable amount, since it is capable of yielding
good results in different network conditions and also supporting a wide range of
video characteristics.

The adjustable amount of redundancy data assigned by ViewFEC is the out-
come of the joint evaluation of the frame type and position inside the GoP as
well as the video motion and complexity levels. By adopting this procedure, we
are able to infer the spatio-temporal video characteristics, and as a result, to
choose the optimal redundancy amount, h, for each FFBlock. Owing to this,
the ViewFEC mechanism is able to achieve better video quality, and has the
further advantage of reducing the amount of data that needs to be sent through
the network, decreasing the overhead and providing a reasonable usage of wire-
less resources. This is a very important achievement, because as the network
grows larger, the number of concurrent transmissions is increasing with it, and
this may cause serious interference problems. The situation gets even worse if
we add more overhead due to redundant information. This means that, if the
overhead is reduced, a larger number of users will be able to receive more videos
with better quality, thus boosting the overall capabilities of the system.
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A pseudo-code of the ViewFEC operation is shown in Figure 4. This illustrates
how the GoP length and motion detection are performed, and also, the steps
taken to assign a tailored amount of redundancy. The algorithm starts with a
loop, at line 1, that passes through all the GoPs in a video sequence. At line
4, there is a second loop, which is inside the first one, and will walk through
all the frames within a GoP, and only apply the redundancy that is needed.
The information retrieval from CAKE and CLAM modules occurs through lines
2, 3, 5, and 11. Since the redundancy amount of P-Frames also depends on
their relative position inside the GoP, it has to be treated differently from the
I-Frames; this difference is noticeable at line 11.

01 for each GoP

02 CAKE.getGopMotion(GoP)

03 CLAM.getGopLength(GoP)

04 for each frame

05 case (CLAM.getFrameType(frame))

06 I-Frame:

07 buildFFBlock(frame)

08 addRedundancy(frame)

09 sendFrame(frame)

10 P-Frame:

11 CLAM.getRelativePosition(frame)

12 buildFFBlock(frame)

13 addRedundancy(frame)

14 sendFrame(frame)

15 B-Frame:

16 sendFrame(frame)

17 end case

18 end for

19 end for

Fig. 4. ViewFEC pseudo-code

In Equation 1, it is possible to calculate the amount of redundancy added
by the ViewFEC mechanism to each GoP (RGoP ). FSi describes the number
of packets of the frame that are being transmitted and FTi holds the frame
type, as shown in Equation 2. If γ > 0, some level of redundant information
will be added to that frame. If we have the vector (γI, γP, γB) with elements
(1, 1, 0), for example, only I- and P-Frames will receive redundant information.
Additionally, if there is a need to further improve the video quality even if
this leads to an increased overhead in the network, the elements of the vector
could be (2, 1, 0), meaning that the I-Frames would receive twice the amount
of redundant information than the P-Frames (assuming that the other parame-
ters were equal). The parameter CGoP in Equation 3 describes the motion and
complexity levels. If the mechanism is using two distinct video clusters, it is
possible to define the vectors (αHigh/Medium,αLow), with elements (1, 0.5),
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and (αHigh, αMedium,αLow), with elements (1, 0.5, 0.25). In the former, the
cluster with high motion and complexity levels would receive twice the amount
of redundancy than the cluster with low levels. If more redundancy levels are
needed, the latter could be used, which means that three levels of motion and
complexity will be addressed, high, medium and low, respectively. RPi is the last
parameter in Equation 1, which defines the relative distance of the P-Frames in-
side the GoP. As previously mentioned, frames closer to the end of the GoP are
likely to receive less redundant information because the impact of packet loss
will be smaller than a loss near the beginning of the GoP, specially in video
sequences with larger GoP length. The notation used in the equations is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Adopted Notation

Notation Meaning

RGoP ViewFEC redundancy amount per GoP

FSi Frame size in packets of number ith frame

FTi Frame type of number ith frame

CGoP GoP motion and complexity level

RPi Relative position of number ith P-Frame

NGoP Number of GoPs in the video sequence

RGoP =

GoPLength∑

i=0

[
FSi × FTi × CGoP × 1

RPi

]
(1)

FTi =

{
γ > 0 , send frame with redundancy

0 , frame without redundancy
(2)

CGoP =

{
1 , high motion and complexity

0 ≤ α < 1 , otherwise
(3)

To compute the total amount of redundant information within a video sequence,
just perform the sum of all the redundant information of each GoP, which is
given by RGoP . On the other hand, the average amount of redundant data, R̄,
can be found in Equation 4.

R̄ =
1

NGoP

NGoP∑

i=0

RGoP (i) (4)

4 Performance Evaluation and Results

The primary goal of the ViewFECmechanism is to reduce the unneeded overhead,
while maintaining videos with an acceptable level of quality. The evaluation ex-
periments were carried out by using Network Simulation 3 (NS-3) [20]. The eval-
uation setting comprises nine nodes placed in a grid form (3x3), 90 meters apart
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from the closest neighbour. The routing protocol used was Optimized Link State
Routing Protocol (OLSR). An 800 kbps Constant Bit Rate (CBR) background
traffic was set. Ten different video sequences were employed in the evaluation sce-
nario [21], with Common Intermediate Format (CIF) size (352x288), H.264 codec
and 300 Kbps. All the videos have a GoP length of 19:2, meaning that every 19
frames another I-Frame will be placed and after each two B-Frames, there will be
oneP-Frame.The error concealmentmethodusedby the decoderwasFrame-Copy,
that is, the lost frames will be replaced by the last good one received. The Gilbert-
Elliot lossmodel is used to produce realisticwireless loss patterns and four different
packet loss rates were used: 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%.

Three different cases were used for the video transmission protection. The sim-
plest case (1) is without any type of enhancement (Without FEC). The second
case (2) adopts a video-aware FEC-based approach (where both I- and P-Frames
are protected in an equal way) with a static amount of redundancy set to 80%
(Standard FEC). This amount of redundancy showed the best video quality un-
der the highest packet loss rate defined and was achieved on the basis of a set
of detailed experiments. Finally, the last case (3) adopts our proposed approach
of an adaptive unequal error protection (ViewFEC). Each of these three cases
was simulated 20 times (for packet loss rates of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%), which
means that 80 simulations were carried out for each case, resulting in 240 simu-
lations per video. A total of 10 videos were used, resulting in 2400 simulations.
Owing to the distinct initial seeds used to generate the random number, each
simulation has a different packet loss pattern.

Subjective and objective QoE metrics were used to assess the video quality ob-
tained from the different cases, namely Structural Similarity Metric (SSIM) [18],
Video Quality Metric (VQM) [22] (which were adopted because both are the
most widely used objective metrics [23]) and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [24][25].
With the aid of a set of indicators correlated to the user’s perception of quality,
the objective metrics perform the assessment without human intervention. The
quality assessment was conducted by Evalvid [26] and MSU Tool [27].

Figure 5 shows the averagenumber of the SSIMandVQMvalues for all the video
sequences. In the SSIM metric, the values closer to one indicate a better video
quality. As Figure 5-A illustrates, with an increase in the packet loss rate, there
is a sharp decline in the video quality of sequences that are transmitted without
any type of protection mechanism. At the same time, the video sequences that use
either type of FEC-based mechanisms, were able to maintain a good quality. An-
other important factor that should be noted, is that with 5% and 10% of packet
loss rates, the video quality of sequences without FEC are, on average, virtually
the same.This can be explained by the natural video resiliency to a certain amount
of packet loss. Generally speaking, video sequences with low spatial and temporal
complexities are more resilient to loss, and achieve better results in the QoE as-
sessment. Other sequences, with high spatial and temporal complexities, had poor
results, and despite the similar average, the standard deviation is higher with a
packet loss rate of 10%. This means that the obtained QoE assessment values are
more distant from each other. Almost the same pattern is found in the VQMvalues
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in Figure 5-B. In this metric, videos with better quality score close to zero. With a
packet loss rate of 5% and 10%, the VQM values are also fairly close to each other.
This is not as evident as in the SSIM metric because VQM tends to be more rigid
when there are video impairments, and yields poor results to videos with fewer
flaws. For the same reason, the standard deviation of this metric has a tendency
to be higher than the SSIM metric.
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Table 2 summarizes the results and shows the improvement of each scenario in
percentage terms. The best values for the VQM metric are the smallest, while for
SSIM, they are the highest. As expected, both FEC-based mechanisms produce
more valuable results when the network has a higher packet loss rate, in our
scenario an average of 20%. For example, it was possible to achieve a reduction
of over 79% in VQM values, this means ≈ 4.9 times smaller scores. With the
SSIM metric, there was an increase of over 166% in the results, meaning ≈ 2.66
times higher values.

Although objective tests can easily assess video quality, they fail to capture as-
pects of human vision, and thus, subjective evaluations are also required. However
this type of assessment tends to be expensive and time-consuming, and in view of
this,we decided to select our best-case scenario to perform these experiments.With

Table 2. QoE values and improvement

Packet loss QoE Without Video-aware FEC ViewFEC
rate Metric FEC Video-aware FEC Improvement ViewFEC Improvement

Packet loss 5%
VQM 3.05 1.06 ↓65.14% 1.02 ↓66.48%
SSIM 0.76 0.91 ↑19.74% 0.92 ↑21.05%

Packet loss 10%
VQM 4.01 1.11 ↓72.36% 1.12 ↓72.09%
SSIM 0.74 0.91 ↑22.97% 0.91 ↑22.97%

Packet loss 15%
VQM 6.19 1.60 ↓74.09% 1.49 ↓75.87%
SSIM 0.50 0.90 ↑80.00% 0.89 ↑78.00%

Packet loss 20%
VQM 8.68 1.77 ↓79.60% 1.81 ↓79.14%
SSIM 0.33 0.88 ↑166.67% 0.88 ↑166.67%
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a packet loss rate of 20%, both Standard and ViewFECmechanisms achieved bet-
ter results, and the most significant differences appeared in the videos transmitted
without protectionmechanism.MOS is one of the most widely used approaches for
subjective video evaluation. This follows one of the ITU-T recommendations and
uses a predefined quality scale for a group of people scoring video sequences. The
MOS scale ranges from 1 to 5, where 5 is the best possible score. A Single Stimulus
(SS)method (standard ITU-RBT.500-11 [24])was chosenbecause itwas a suitable
means of carrying out the quality assessment of emerging video applications [28].

The results of the subjective experiments are depicted in Figure 6. The case
without FEC has, on average, 2.05 of MOS, which is considered as a poor video
quality with annoying impairments. On the other hand, when the FEC-based
mechanisms (Standard FEC and ViewFEC) were used, the MOS average values
were 4.39 and 4.37, respectively. This indicates that the video quality is between
good and excellent, with minor but not annoying impairments, once again, cor-
roborating the objective findings. The different video assessment values, which
can be visualized in the results, are due to the unique characteristics of the video
sequences. Small differences in motion and complexity levels can influence the
obtained values. As a result, it is important to use various types of video when
conducting the experiments. This means that a part of the main objective of
ViewFEC was achieved, which was to maintain the video quality.
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Fig. 6. Average MOS per video sequence with 20% packet loss

Both of the objective and subjective QoE assessments that were employed
demonstrated that the ViewFEC mechanism was able to maintain a good video
quality in different scenarios. However, another goal of our mechanism is to
reduce the network overhead. Due to the limited wireless channel resources,
the uneven bandwidth distribution and the interference caused by concurrent
transmissions present in WMN, this is a very important issue. In our set up,
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the network overhead is given by the summation of the size of all video frames
that are transmitted. This allows to measure the specific overhead added by the
mechanism. Up to now, neither ViewFEC mechanism nor Standard FEC have
been able to adjust the FEC parameters to the state of the network; hence, all
packet loss rates have the same FEC overhead. As shown in Figure 7, the network
overhead added by the Standard FEC was between 53% and 78%. Conversely,
the ViewFEC had considerably less overhead and remains between 34% and
47%. This means that the ViewFEC mechanism imposes, on average, 40% less
network overhead, with equal or slightly better video quality, as illustrated by
Figures 5 (A and B), and 6.
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Owing to a lack of space, the Coastguard video, which is one of the best-case
scenarios, was chosen to visualize the results from the viewpoint of the user.
Some frames of a video sequence used in the tests, were selected at random and
are displayed in Figure 8. In this case, the ViewFEC achieved 4.6 in MOS scale
as well as reducing the network overhead, as shown in Figure 6. An improvement
of more than 109% was achieved when compared with the video sent without
mechanisms to improve the quality (without the FEC scheme, it only reached 2.2
in MOS scale). If compared with the Standard FEC mechanism, which reached
4.2, the ViewFEC still achieves better results with more than 21% improvement
in video quality. Furthermore, the standard deviation is considerably smaller,
meaning that ViewFEC gets results that are more closely bunched, which indi-
cates a more stable and reliable mechanism.

ViewFEC yielded good results and enabled packet loss resilient video trans-
mission, thus, improving the video quality in the WMN. At this time, the mesh
network is only used as a test scenario, and we expect that our mechanism will
show its real benefits once it is tailored to these kinds of networks.
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Standard FEC ViewFEC

Fig. 8. Frames 10 and 206 of Coastguard video for Standard FEC and ViewFEC

5 Conclusions and Future Works

An effective approach to increase packet loss resilience in video transmission is
essential for the growth of video streaming over wireless networks. The Video-
Aware FEC-based mechanism for packet loss resilient video transmission
provides it with the capacity to enhance video transmission without adding
unnecessary network overhead, leading to a better usage of the already scarce
wireless resources. A set of controlled experiments was carried out that took into
account the different types, complexities, and motions of the video sequences.
Network configurations were adopted with different packet loss rates. The sim-
ulation results show that the ViewFEC outperforms non-adaptive FEC-based
schemes in terms of video quality and in particular, network overhead. The use
of Flexible FEC blocks increases the resilience of video transmission to packet
losses (by allowing a higher recovery rate), and as a result, achieves better video
quality. Video codecs tend to be resilient to a certain amount of packet loss, and
because of this, we realized that there was no need to protect all the packets to
enhance video quality, especially the information closer to the end of the GoP.
The network overhead perceived in the simulations using ViewFEC was between
34% and 47% (on average, 40% less than Standard FEC). As a future work, a
systematic variation of the GOP length and structure, as well as the burst length,
given by the GE model, will be performed providing a broadest way to validate
the results. Also in the next stages, the mechanism will be adjusted to obtain
the network state, as a means of enabling it to better adapt to these scenarios
as well. Another important point, as previously mentioned, is that through the
use of Flexible FEC block, it will be easier to seek out the unique optimization
opportunities that WMN offer, i.e. concurrent multipath transmission, network
coding and, opportunistic routing.
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